
Introducing    The Chassis

It’s finally here!  The long awaited 3D molded carbon fiber chassis from 
BlackArt!
More than a simple plate chassis, it will bring your car a lot of benefits:
     -stiff and light: 3D molding allows us to put only material where 
it’s needed. The chassis is lighter and stronger than a stock plate chas-
sis.
     -nearly unbreackable: due to the very specific material used for 
its manufacturing (aerospace grade pre-preg carbon fiber) and the 
innovative shapes of its design, The Chassis has an extremely good 
impact resistance. The short fibers of carbon (which brings this strange 
look) don’t transmit the hard impacts,   normally causing breackage. 
     -precision milled: front end seats and rear pivot ball seats are 
precision CNC milled after the molding, to ensure that everything will 
remain straight and flat front to rear.
     -no bending anymore: this 3D molded design doesn’t require 
any plates or screws anymore. Nothing can bend because of the stand-
offs or screws, no maintenance needed between 2 runs, and no more 
twisted/bent part after a crash! This make the set up of the car reli-
able for the whole race!
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Features:

“Ghost printed” logo is standard on all chassis As a limited edition, exclusively produced for 
CRC cars, the first batch is engraved with a 
number, from 001 to 050.

Front end, rear end and battery slot are CNC 
milled to ensure that everything is flat.

Box contains:
-The chassis
-rear bottom plate for CRC alloy left and right 
pod (plate is wider than a stock CRC plate)
-hard anodiszed center pivot ball, ball holder 
and screws

The chassis will perfectly fit all CRC 
cars, GenX, GenXL, and GenXi, with an 
aluminium rear pod (left and right). No 
other accessory or part needed to com-
plete the car.

Any question or comment, feel free to ask: info@blackart-racing.eu

Available soon for other brands.


